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Abstract:- This paper discusses the importance of
specifications in defining product quality. Viscosity,
which is a major property of paint, is critical to
painters; therefore, it is essential that the
manufacturing company knows how to control it in
such a way that there is no need for additional
investments or extra time spent in production. The key
to a defect-free product is knowing the process
capability (machine, process, raw materials, etc.), data
gathering, and the application of Six Sigma.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

When we hear about paint, what is the first thing that
comes to mind: Color, viscosity, covering? On one
occasion, a painter returned a gallon of paint to the
hardware store where he purchased it, complaining to the
paint salesperson, “I don’t want this brand of paint, this is
too thin; it has less ingredients. I like my old brand; it is
thick, and it contains more ingredients.”
Is the customer’s complaint correct? Technically
speaking, for a product line like acrylic flat latex, the
nonvolatile content is almost the same for all brands.
Nonvolatile content refers to total solid content of a paint,
which is a measure of the combined polymer and pigment
content in a paint.1 Viscosity is defined as resistance to
flow,2 and can be measured quantitatively. Viscosity can
be adjusted depending on customer requirements. The
scenario above gives a better understanding of how critical
viscosity is. A painter will notice any changes in the flow
consistency of paint.
Clearly, viscosity defines the
customer’s standard of quality, and that justifies why it
should be kept within an acceptable range.
XYZ Paint is one of the leading paint companies in
United Arab Emirates, in operation for 10 years. Its white
acrylic flat latex is the best-seller among the products,
representing 70% of the market demand. Because of this,
no major formulations or changes have been made to the
product since it was launched to the market.
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However, over time, many changes occurred in the
production process, raw material compositions, machinery,
and metrology which affected the product significantly.
For many years, it was observed that the acrylic white flat
latex had a 70% defect rate in terms of viscosity. This
means that upon completion of the batch and submission of
sample to Quality Control, the viscosity did not conform to
the required specification. This gave inconsistent product
quality because of adjustments in the formulation: either
addition of cellulosic thickener when viscosity is low, or
addition of water if viscosity is high. In addition, the
adjustment increased the process time of the product by 1530 minutes, which meant decreased productivity and
additional operating cost.
This practice was alarming to the Quality Control
Team, so they began exploring ways to improve the quality
of the said product in order to remain competitive in the
market and boost customer satisfaction. The key to high
quality paint is delivering a consistent viscosity through
systematic and continuous improvement; thus, post
adjustment in the process is eliminated. Six Sigma, the
data-driven approach centered around statistical analysis, is
what the team came up with because it focuses on quality
output by minimizing the number of defects or disabilities
in a consistent manner.3
Despite the existing quality, the management was
stuck in old routines and old patterns because of the
continuous sales growth of the product. They wanted to
know why it was crucial to unlearn an old practice to make
way for a new experiment. It was indeed a huge challenge
for the team to sell the idea of Six Sigma. In the end, Six
Sigma was an innovation and method of continuous
improvement, correcting poor outcome and ultimately
exchanging a weak for a consistent process. The product
was a higher quality of finished acrylic white flat latex,
which maintained expected sales. At the same time, this
innovation avoided considerable investment in new
equipment and human resources.4
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

III.

For most customers, Quality is defined as the measure
of excellence; however, it may be viewed on a wide
spectrum. Most of the time it is subjective, depending upon
the customer’s need. For example, a customer may prefer
higher viscosity paint than low viscosity because of his
different method of application. In a narrower perception,
Quality is consistently meeting standards appropriate for
specific product or service.5
In achieving consistent quality, several tools are
applied to the study of eliminating defects. One important
tool is data assessment using Statistical Quality Control as
defined below6:

METHODS

The quality control team decided to work on product
consistency, the backbone of Six Sigma,7 to reduce the
defect rate of acrylic white flat latex. The methodology
includes variation identification, market research,
implementation, and validation of results.
 Identify Variation
 Data Gathering – process mapping to pinpoint
weaknesses that cause variability and recognize the area
of control.

 Flowchart
Diagram of the stages and flow of a certain process. It
is presented using different symbols, i.e. oval for start and
end, diamond for the stage that needs decision, and
rectangles. It is drawn from top to bottom. Although not
formally considered a statistical graphic, this is useful in
identifying bottlenecks and the sources of variability.
 Mean - It is the average of a given set of data.

Fig 1:- Process Flow of Acrylic White Flat Latex

 Standard Deviation- It is a measurement of data
variation. Standard deviation will show how far the
values are from the mean. Low standard deviation
means data are close to the mean and vice versa

The process flow shows the areas that would possibly cause
variability of result.
With this, it is important to
standardize the activities of each process. Below is the
standard process that was defined.

 Control Chart - It is a graph where plotted data reflects
the variation in the process. A control chart displays the
average line, upper control limit line and lower control
limit line.
 Process Capability (cpk) - It is a measurement of the
performance of the process to produce a product that
will meet customers’ requirement.
 Six Sigma – It is a tool improving product quality by
eliminating defect rate.
 Upper Control Limit – It is the upper limit horizontal
line in the control chart, based on historical data. It
represents variation and indicates if the process is stable
or out-of-control.
 Lower Control Limit – It is the lower limit horizontal
line in the control chart, based on historical data. It
represents variation and indicates if the process is stable
or out-of-control.
 Upper Specification Limit – the highest viscosity the
customer would consider during the paint application
 Lower Specification Limit – the lowest viscosity the
customer would consider during the paint application
Table 1
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It is important that the above parameters are followed
as in-process control.

eliminate product deviation.
No new practice was
introduced. It was found that the process was not
consistent, and activities like charging and mixing time,
machine setting, batch temperature, raw materials and
others affect the quality of the product. Through this
project, the production team consolidated all the practices
and agreed on one standard practice.

The Six Sigma technique adapted to this project does
not demand radical changes like purchase of new
equipment, changing process, or others. It simply analyzed
the current process flow, standardized work procedure, and
aligned product specification based on process capability to
reduce defect rate.

For the raw materials, quality control data sheets from
suppliers were reviewed and acceptable parameters were
discussed with suppliers

The process flow was recognized to be able to define
the standard operating procedure on critical areas to

Table 2
 Data Analysis using Statistical Process Control 8 –
interpreting data to concise language like average (ave),
standard deviation (stdev), process capability index
(cpk), upper and lower control limit (UCL, LCL),
Gauge of Repeatability and Reliability (GRR) of QC
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technicians, unit per hour of the process, man-hour
consumption
Below is the breakdown of process time in unit per
hour (UPH) and Efficiency of Acrylic Flat Latex gathered
in the year 2012.
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Table 3
Acrylic White Flat Latex Viscosity Chart

Fig 2

Table 4
Result of Gauge of Repeatability and Reliability
performed by 4 Laboratory Technicians increases the
confidence of accurate testing and eliminates the
probability of false viscosity reading of Acrylic White Flat
Latex batch samples.
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 Market Research – performs blind test application with
painters using paint of different viscosity to determine
the minimum and maximum acceptable viscosity
Market Research was conducted through the feedback
of 40 painters with varying painting experience upon
application of four different viscosities of Acrylic White
Flat Latex.
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 Implementation – change of viscosity specification of
acrylic flat latex based on process capability, addition
of 0.5 kg of cellulosic thickener in the formulation
(based on minimum adjustment made).

Two comments were noted for paint with 102 ku
viscosity.
The rest of the painters found the four paints within
the tolerance workability.

The new viscosity specification implemented for
Acrylic White Flat Latex is 92-102 ku with addition of
thickener on the formulation.
 Validation – monitoring new viscosity ave, stdev, cpk,
UCL/LCL, customer complaint, productivity, and
manhour consumption
IV.

RESULTS

Computation for New Viscosity Specification Limits: 8
Upper Viscosity Specification Limit = average + (3 x stdev)
= 91.9 + (3x3.51) = 102 ku
Lower Viscosity Specification Limit = average – (3 x
stdev) = 91.9 – (3x3.51) = 92 ku

Table 5

Fig 3

Table 6
The results show that it is important to know the
process capability when setting up a certain specification.
It is also essential to monitor deviation and figure at
once when it occurs.
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V.

CONCLUSION

The application of the Six Sigma Technique was vital
in tracking the area of improvements in the production
process of acrylic white flat latex. With this new
knowledge in place, a key solution was found, defining a
new specification of viscosity limits based on process
capability, yielding a higher quality finished product. This
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meant a zero-defect rate of the product, eliminating post
adjustment in the formulation. In addition, this increased
production efficiency by reducing process time (increased
units per hour) and reducing man-hour consumption.
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